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this chapter presents the theory and empirical evidence on why the departure rate of the founder team from the
venture changes over time. we consider the implications of the foundering of the founder team for the long-run

survival of the venture. the results present a framework of analysis that can be used to assess the founders of the
venture. the theoretical chapters are followed by the empirical chapters in which we analyse the founders of a set of
startups. we use the results of our analysis to make recommendations to the finance team and other stakeholders of

a given venture. regular bursts of energy are critical for pro-creative mental energy and for committing to
challenging and creative work. this is in part explained by the accelerator theory of creativity. we used a real-time
approach (csikszentmihalyi & faschingbauer, 1987 ) to study 15 entrepreneurs and their ability to rapidly switch

mental activities. we assumed that entrepreneurs are more likely to burst of energy than non-entrepreneurs when
working on their creative projects. entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs were engaged in different creative

activities. after analyzing the data, we found that entrepreneurs switch mental activities more often. furthermore,
they switch in their creative project more frequently than non-entrepreneurs. these findings emphasize the

importance of spurts of mental energy when working on creative activities. because entrepreneurs are more likely to
have an inspiration (bhave & taylor, 2004 : 955), these spurts could be an essential ingredient of their pro-creative

behavior.
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A comprehensive and objective discussion of the
topic at the undergraduate level, along with an

ease of reading and eminently readable tone. This
is expected to provide a solid foundational course

for all interested undergraduate entrepreneurs. The
book remains focussed in the learner's needs and it

defines this stage of a student's entrepreneurial
journey where he/she has identified an opportunity

and is about to embark on the journey as an
entrepreneur. Furthermore, the book prepares

students to hone their business skills with greater
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insight. The pattern of writing conveys a clear,
concise and intensive view of entrepreneurship as
a subject. The case studies are a powerful learning

tool and provide useful student to teacher
interaction. The authors have selected the real life
stories of the entrepreneurs to inspire the readers,

and the case studies have been complemented
with insightful teaching notes that provide the
students with a greater understanding of the

subjects. Over all, this book is a wonderful
guidance for a new student pursuing a career in

entrepreneurship. Raj Shankar has done a
wonderful job in explaining the topics with clarity

and conciseness, with clear and concise language.
The presentation of topics is similar to the case-
studies format, wherein the students will find the

case-studies as a must-read, along with the
discussions, which will help them learn the best
practices and get inspired. The case-studies are

enriched with the videos and case studies that are
rich in content and, in combination with the

teaching notes makes the learning very enriching.
This book will help the students identify themselves

in the subject and the book will help them in
defining their path towards the goal of

entrepreneurship. 5ec8ef588b
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